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ABSTRACT 

The recoil-proton polarization in rr--p elastic scattering at 310 

MeV has been measured in the angular region 114 deg < ec. m. < 146 

deg. These data have been incorporated with other polarization and 

differential eros s- section data at this energy, and a phase -shift analy

sis has been performed. 

Recoil-proton polarization was measured at four angles with re

sults: 0.784±0.132 at 114.2 deg, 0.648±0.076 at 124.5 deg, 0.589±0.072 

at 133.8 deg, and 0.304± 0.055 at 145.2 deg. A beam of 3Xl06 pions/sec 

was incident on a liquid hydrogen target; the resultant recoil protons 

wer_e then scattered from a carbon target and the left-right asymmetry 

measured. Plastic scintillation counters were used throughout. 

An IBM 7090 search program was developed, and the above data 

were incorporated with data on 1T +_p polarization. and differential and 

total cross se,ction, rr--p differential and total cross section, and charge

exchange differential cross section. A phase- shift analysis was per

formed. 

Analysis for spd waves (up to i. = 2) shows the existence of a, 

single satisfactory solution to all the available data,. This solution is 

of the Fermi type in the I= 3/2 phase shifts, and its I= 1/2 phase shifts 

are all small (< 6 deg), with the exception of the n5/2 shift, ~hich is 

~ 15 deg. Errors on the phase shifts vary from 0.4 through 1.1 deg. 

Extension of the analysis to spdf waves (J.. = 3), allows three sat

isfactory solutions, one of which is an extension of the spd solution . 
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The other two solutions are also of the Fermi type.with I= 3/2 phase 

shifts, but the dominant I= 1/2 phase shift is the P l/2 shift, which is 

> 20 deg in both cases. The phase-shift; errors are larger for these 

three solutions, ranging up to 2 deg. 

The single spd solution and the three spdf solutions are discussed 

and compared with theoretical predictions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past several years increasing interest has centered about 

the pion-nucleon interaction. Since nuclear forces are believed to be 
' . 

due to the interchange of pions, the problem of their interactions with 

nucleons is of basic importance. 

Of the pion-nucleon)nteractions, the most readily accessible for 

experiment are those involving charged pion beams and hydrogen targets. 

A great deal of scattering data on rr± -p reactions has been ·amassed over 

the past ten years as the ptarting point for theories about the pion-nucleon 

interactions. 

Pion-nucleon scattering data can be analyzed in terms of partial 

waves. This involves the decomposition of scat~ering amplitudes into 

a series of terms, each term being the partial wave corresponding to a 

particular orbital-angular-momentum state. The presence of nucleon 

spin in the pion-nucleon system causes each orbital-angular-momentum 

state to be split _into two substates corresponding to total angular mo

mentum J = .£ ± 1/2, where .£ is the orbital-angular-momentum quantum 

number. 

The quantities known as phase shifts are measures of the magnitude 

of the interac-tion occurring in a particular angular momentum state. 

They are related through the scattering amplitudes to the experimentally 

measurable quantities, i.e., differential cross section and recoil nu

cleon polarization. Any theory of the pion-nucleon interaction must be 

able to predict the behavior of these phase shifts; therefore, an ex

perimental determination of the phase shifts forms a significant check 

on any proposed theory. 

The experiment discussed in this report 1s a measurement of the 

polarization of the recoil proton in rr 7-p elastic scattering at 3 10 MeV. 

(In this report, the energies mentioned will refer to incident-pion kinetic 

energies}. It is one in a series of experiments aimed at a complete and 

unambiguous determination of the pion-nucleon phase shifts at this energy. 

A very accurate determination of rr +_p r·e~·oit-pto~ton polarization 

and differential cross section has recently been carried out by Foote· 
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et al. 
1 

and Rogers et al., 2 and a comprehensive phase-shift analysis 

by the same authors 3 has yielded considerable information about the 

phase shifts for the isotopic spin I~ 3/2 pion-nucleon system.. There 

do exist rr -p differential cross-section and recoil-proton polarization 

data at 3 07 MeV, as reported by Zinov et al., 
4 

and Vasilevskii and 

Vishnyakov; 5 however, the experimental errors in this data are suffi

ciently large to preclude an accurate phase- shift determination for the 

isotopic spin I= 1/2 pion-nucleon system. For this reason, a program 

was launched to measure, to the accuracy attained by Foote, 1 and 

Rogers, 2 the differential cross section and recoil proton polarization 

for rr -p elastic scattering at 310 MeV. 

An intense negative-pion beam (3 X 106 rr- /sec) was developed at 

the 184-inch synchrocyclotron. This was scattered from a liquid hy-

drogen target, and the resulting recoil protons were analyzed by scat

tering from a carbon target. Plastic scintillation counte~s were ~sed 

throughout to detect the particles. Simultaneous with the polarization 

measurement, an accurate differential cross- section measurement was 

carried out by Rugge. 6 The data from these two experiments was 

combined with those of Foote and Rogers, and a phase-shift analysi_s 

was performed. 

In order to perform a phase-shift analysis, the infinite series 

rep.cesenting the scattering amplitudes must be terminated after a 

finite number of terms. This number of terms will increase with in

creasing pion energy; this can be seen classically by considering that, 

as pion energy increases, .higher values of angular momentum can li-e 

within the range of the nuclear fox;ce. 

At a pion energy of 310 MeV, s and p waves (£ = 0 and 1) are 

certain to contribute, with a_ possibility of the appearance of d. wav.es 

(£ = 2). The phase-shift analysis here described included, at fir~t, 

s, p, and d waves. When:it was observed that the only satisfactory 

spd solution included a rather large d-wave phase shift, the analysis 

was· extended to include f waves (£ = 3). The results of this analysis, 

as well as the details concerning the recoil-proton polarization measure

ments, are discussed in this report. 
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

This section outlines the connection between the observable quan

tities measured and the phase shifts for the pion-nucleon system. Since 

confusion often arises over the definition of unit vectors in polarization 

measurments, an effort is made in the first subsection to specify the 

pertinent conventio'ns. The extension of the usual phase- shift equations 

to systems of TT--p and TT
0 -n is reviewed, and _finally the equations in

cluding nonrelativistic Coulomb and first-order relativi~stic Coulomb 

corrections are presented. 

A. Relation of Polarization to Scattering Amplitudes 

The notation used in this section is essentially that used by Bethe 

and Morrison. 7 The scattered wave function is related to the incident 

wave function through the scattering matrix M: 

LjJ scattering = M LjJincident' 

where M = g (8) + h (8) (; · n for a spin 1/2 particle incident on a spin 
-+-

0 particle. The CJ is the Pauli spin matrix, and the unit vector n is 

defined by 

..... -+ ........ ~ 

n. = k. x k · I 1 k. x k 1 , 
1nc · scatt 1nc scatt 

( 2. 1) 

(from which it may be seen that n is perpendicular to the scattering 

plane). 
/ 

The quantities g (8) and h (8) are the non-spin-flip and spin-flip 

scattering amplitudes that are discus sed further in Sec. II. B. The 

differential cross section (hereafter referred to as DCS) is expressed by 

dCJ ( 8 ) = 1 g ( 8) 1
2 + 1 h( 8) 1 

2 (2.2) 
dO 

The expression for pob.rization of a spin 1/2 particle (proton) scattered 

from a spin 0 particle (pion) is given by
7 
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= 2 Re; g':' ( e) h ( e). n. = 
lg(B) 1

2 + lh(B)I 2 
(2.3) 

In order to measure the polarization of a given beam of particles, 

one may utilize scattering from a spin 0 material, in our case carbon. 

The DCS for scattering of a beam of particles of polarization P 1 di

rected along some unit vector nl is given by 

d cr ( e ) = ( 1 g (e) 1 
2 + 1 h ( e) 1 

2 
) [1 + P 1 P 2 ( e) n. 1 · n. 2 L (2 .4) 

dQ 

where P 2 and n 2 are as defined by Eqs .· (2 .3) and (2 .1). 

If the scattering is in the plane perpe~dicular to the unit vector 

nl, thenthequantity n1·,n2 is± 1. Also, wehavethequantity 

(2.5) 

where IL(B) = DCS(B, n1 · n2 = 1) and IR(8.,) = DCS(6l, n1 · n2 = -1). 

When Eq (2 .4) is used, Eq. (2 .5) reduces to 

(2.6) 

Equation (2 .6) represents the asymmetry obs~rvable after two 

consecutive scatterings in the same plane, a;s shown in Fig. l(a). 

Although the recoil proton scattering angle e 1 is to the right, the pion 

scatters to the left, and hence unit vector nl is directed out bf the 

paper, as is unit vector n 2 for e2 left. It should also be noted that 

although the proton appears to scatter right in Fig. l (a), the center~ 

of -mass picture shown in Fig. 1 (b) indicates that both pion and proton 

undergo a left scattering. 

·<,, 
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(a) 

~ 

~ 
~§ 
~ o. ~Hydrogen target 

Incident pion / 
---~---~-- Bi-(right)·-----

~E'c0,i r Carbon target 
.0,01. 

o,..,_~-

( b) 

Pion Proton 

MU-27351 

Fig. 1. (a) Scattering geometry defined in conjunction with 
Eq. (2.6). (b) Cent~r-of-mass scattering geometry. 
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B. Scattering Amplitudes 
/ 

1. Non-Spin-Flip and Spin-Flip Amplitudes 

The derivation of the partiaL-wave expansions of the scattering 

amplitudes is carried out in many references, as for example, Ashkin. 
8 

Neglecting Coulomb effects, the result for the non-spin-flip amplitude 

lS 

.£ 
max 

E 
.£=0 

'~.£- exp[2i6 .£] -ll '. 

2 i ·jP.£(COS!e) 

(2.7) 

and the spin-flip amplitude 1s 

.£ 
max r + [ . +] '11 - [ ] L ill.£ exp 216.£ :·!~ exp 2i6.R_- __ J-

.£=·1 - 2 

. 1 
p .£ (cos e) . 

(2.8) 

Definitions of quantities appearing in Eqs. (2. 7) and (2 .8) ar.e: 

.£ = orbital-angular-momentum quantum number. 

6.£ ± = phase shifts for orbital-ang~lar-momentum state .£ and 

total-angular-momentum quantum number J = .£± 1/2. 
± 

'~.£ - inelastic parameters corresponding to each of the phase 

shifts. These are .:S 1, being equal to unity in the absence of 

inelastic scattering. The use of inelastic parameters allows 

the phase shift 6.£ ± to be completely real even in the presence 

of inelastic scattering; in this report the term "phase shift'' 
' ± 

refers to the real part 6.£ ·. 

}t = wavelength of either particle in the c. m. system (k 

P 1 (cos e) = Legendre polynomial. 

P.R. l {:cos e) = associate Legendre polynomial, defined by 

= l;k). 

e = c. m. scattering angle for either the pion or the proton. 

: .. ·· 

._, 

• 
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·2. Isotopic Spin 

+ The 1T + p system, which has a z component of isotopic spin 

I = 3/2, can exist only in isotopic spin state I= 3/2. However, the z 
rr--p system, for which Iz = -l/2, is a combination of isotopic s·pi:n_.~states 

I =.3/2 and I= l/2. As shown, for example, in Bethe and de Hoffman, 9 

the scattering amplitudes for the three important reactions· for charged 

pions and protons are as shown in Table I. 

Table I. Scattering amplitudes for charged pions~ and protons" 

Reaction 

(a) rr+ +p-+rr+ +p 

(b) 1T- +p-+rr- +p 

Scattering amplitudes 

Non-spin-flip Spin-flip 

g(I=3/2) 

l /3 g (I= 3 /2 ) + 2 /3 g (I= 1 /2 ) 
,._;- . 

--;:- [g(I=3 /2) - g(I·= l/2)] 

I 

h(I=3/2) 

l/3h(I=3 /2 )+2/3h(I= l/2) 

'If [h(I=3 /~) - h(I= l/2)] 

C. Inclusion of Coulomb Corrections 

The scattering amplitudes given by Eqs. (2. 7) and (2. 8) have been 

.extended to take into considerat1on the iwnrelativistic Coulomb effects 

as well as the first-order relativistic Coulomb corrections. This ex

tension was carried out by Foote3 and is based on the wo.rk of Stapp 

et al, 10 Solmitz, ll and Crib;::hfield and Dodder. 12 

In this section we use Foote's equations 7 and 8, of· Sec. B,3 to 

write down Coulomb-corrected scattering amplitudes for the reactions 

of Table I. It will now be convenient to distinguish between phas.e 

shifts for states of isotopic spin l/2 and 3/2. In Eqs. (2 .16) through 

(2 .21) we use the notation 

o 11. ± = phase shift for .orbital-angular -momentum quantum number 

.R., total-angular -momentum state J = J1. ± l/2, and isotopic spin state 

I = l/2 ; 
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11_£ ± =inelastic parameter (defined in Sec. II. B. 1.) corresponding 
± 

to the o .£ phase shift above; 

a i_ ± = phase shift for orbital-angular -momentum quantum number 

1., total-angular-momentum state J = .£± 1/2, and isotopic spin state 

I = 3/2; 
± 

pi_ = inelastic parameter corresponding to the three phase shift 

above. 

The new quantities to be introduced in Eqs. (2.16) through (2.21) 

ar.e 
2 

e 
n --

hv 
(2. 9) 

where v is the laboratory-system velocity of the iRcident pion, and 

B = 
(f-Lp f3p f3rr)/2 + (2f-Lp - 1)f3p 

2
/4 

1 + f31T f3p 

(2.10) 

where f-Lp = magnetic moment of the protonfum:a,cl:ear magnetons, and 

f3p, f3 rr = c. m. velocities of the proton and pion divided by the velocity 

of light. 

~ i_ is the nonrelativistic Coulomb phase shift of order .£. It is 

equal to 0 for .£ = 0; and is given by 

i_ 

I -1 n tan (-) , for .£ ~ 1. 
X 

(2 .11) 

x=l 

The additional parenthetical (f',,- ,-orO) t:ftatappear .oiithe~'phase :shifts 

in Eqs:. (2.9) throu,gh (2.12) and (2.20-2.21) is necessitated because the 

phase shifts used in those expressions are total phase shifts, differing 

from the nuclear shifts by a small term _pi±, which is the complete 

Coulomb phase shift of order .£. This is explained below. 

The total phase shifts are related to the nuclear shifts by 
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± ± ± ± ± 
- ~£ ± /2 a.1 (+) = a.£ + .P."i a.i (O) = a. 1 

± ± -~± 6 i ± ( O) 61 
± 

- ~i ± /2 a.i (-) = a. i = 

6 ± (...:) = 61 
± 

- ~ ±, i 

The complete Coulomb phase shift of order 
± 

1, !.1. , consists of 

the nonrelativistic Coulomb phase shift defined by E q. (2 .ll). , plus a 

first-order nonrelativistic correction, 

where the first-order nonrelativistic Coulomb term is given by 

and 

L>fi ~ n l i (~p ~~) + t (2~p - 1) ~/io + ~~ ~p) l 
.6.!

1 
+ ~ nB/(1 + l) for i ~ 1, 

~ nB - T , fori ~ 1. 

(2,12) 

(2 .13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

All quantities used in Eqs. (2.13) through (2.15) are defined in 

conjunction with Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10). 

The above Coulomb phase ~hifts for incident pion kinetic energy 

T = 3 l 0 MeV are given in Table II. 
TT 

The Coulomb-corrected scattering amplitudes for the reactions 

of Table I are: 
+ + Reaction(a), TT +p-rr +p: 

g (8) = - Xn .. exp {-i ni..n[~in2 (8/2)]} 
2 sin2 8/2 . 

1' 
max 

L 
i = 0 

ll_e+ exp[2ia.
1 

+(+)]- exp[2ip1 ] 

21 

p 1 - exp[2ia.1 - (+)] -exp[2i~1 ] } 
+l 

2
i P 1 (cos8) (2.16) 
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Table II. Nonrelativistic Coulomb phase shifts, first-order relativistic 
corrections, and complete Coulomb phase shifts .(all in degrees) 
for incident pion kinetic energy T = 310 MeV,. 

.£ ~.£ .6.~ + 
·.£ 

0 . 0.00 0 .. 09 

l 0.44 0.09 

2 0.66 0.06 

3 0.81 0.04 

Table III. Phase shift symbols. 

J 

0 l/2 

1 1/2 

1 i/2 

2 3/2 

2 5/2 

3 5/2 

3 7/2 

. .6-ifi + . 
~.£ 

-0.17 

-0.09 

--0.06 

Phase 

I = 3/2 

5 3,1 

P3, 1 

P3,3 

D3,3 

D 3,5 

F 3,5 

F 3, 7 

0.09 

0.53 

o. 72 

0.95 

shift symbol 

0.27 

0.57 

0.75 

I = l/2 

sL1 

pl,1 

p 1,3 

Dl,3 

D 1,5 

F 1,5 

F 1, 7 

'-

t 
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and 

h (f)) = i ~ n B sin f) + ~ 

2 sin2 fJ/2 

pi.+ exp[2iai + (+)] -pi- exp[2ia1- (+)] 

2 

0 2i+ 1 l 1 
- 1nB i(£+ 1) _ Pi (cos fJ). (2.17). 

Reaction (b) TT- + p --+ TT- + p: 

g(fJ) = ~n exp [in insin2 (B/2~+ 
2 sin2 fJ/2 t.. J 

i 
max 

L r + [·+] + [·+] , pi exp21ai (-) +2T]~ exp216n (-) 
' 1(£+1} i X. X. 

i =o L 

pi- exp[2ia1:- (-) +2T]i- exp[2i6i- (- )] exp[-2i~i] l 
+i 6i -(2i+1) 2i/ JPi(cosfJ), 

and 

h(fJ) = i~n B sinfJ 

2 sin2 fJ/2 

i 
max + + 

+ L [ p 1 exp[Z in1 ( -)] 

i=1 

(2·18) 

+ 2TJ/ exp[2io/ (- )] -p / exp[2iai- (- )] -2T]i 

6 

+ inB (
2
i+ 

1 
\)] 

i(£+1) 

1 
pi (cos f)) (2.19) 
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Reaction (c), rr- + p -+ rr0 + n: 

In this reaction, the incoming particles are charged and the out

going particles are neutral. One ·may therefore, to the accuracy de

sired in this analysis, consider the Coulomb perturbation to be half as 

great as in reaction (b). Hence, when we use the proper isotopic spin 

decomposition shown in Table I, the scattering amp~itudes are given by 

02 
g (8) =--1\ 

3 

and 

j_ 
max 

L 
j_;:::Q 

r + [2' +(.0)] + : Pj_ exp 1a1 .. -'l_e 
l(i+l) .. 

. 2i 

(2 .20) 

D. Phase-S_hift Notation 

From this point on, 11 phase shift 11 will be under stood to mean the 
. . 

nuclear part of the total phase shifts used in Eqs. (2 o 16) through (2 o 19). 

The notation developed by Foote for the rr +_p system (I= 3/2 state) 3 is 

extended to the I = 3/2 and I = 1/2 isotopic spin states o The symbol it

self denotes the orbital-angular -momentum state ( s, p, d, etc o), the 

first subscript denotes twice the isotopic spin, and the second sub

script denotes twice the total angular momentum (io e., i.2l' 2J)o The 

symbols are summarized in Table IlL 
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III. POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS 

This section is devoted to a discussion of the experimental as

pects of polarization measurement. Since a double scattering is in

volved, it was necessary to produce a very intense pion beam. This 

production is discus sed in detail, together with the experimental appa

ratus and methods. Finally, the results are presented, and the un

certainties discussed .. 

A. Negative Pion Beam 

1. Design 

After a short preliminary run had shown that iT beams produced 

by the external proton beam from the reaction p + n -+ p + p +iT were 

unsatisfactory for polarization measurements, a study was made of 

poss'ible internally produced pion beams in this energy region. A mech

anical orbit plotter was used to trace the trajectory of the pion in the 

cyclotron field. Emerging from the cyclotron, the particles were 

focused by the internal strong-focusing doublet quadrupole 0 1 (Fig. 2) 

in such a way as to travel through the channel in the iron "meson 

wheel" in a parallel beam. This beam was then refocused by a second 

doublet quadrupole, 0
2 

and then deflected by the 29X36-in. analyzer 

and focused in the experimental area. 

An IBM 650 program DIPOLE was developed, which applied 

simple lens formulae to the two sections of the doublet, quadrupoles, 

and thus calculated current settings. The final angle of bend was _ 

chosen at 3 6 deg to remove the dispersion introduced by the cyclotron 

field. 

2. Beam Characteristics 

The elements of the magnet system were placed in their calculated 

positions, and the flux through a 7-in. -diam argon-filled ionization 

chamber, placed at the final focus, was then optimized by varying the 

radial and azimuthal settings of the internal target as well as the 



8 in. doublet 
quadrupole magnet 

o, 

184 in. 
cyclotron 
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Concrete 
shielding 

vacuum- tank wall 

8 in. doublet 
quadrupole magnet 

Q2 
Analyzer 

. --9:~: ___ 7 
Finai focus 

-2ft. 

MU-27352 

Fig. 2. Beam layout. 
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material of the target. The target finally used was a Be target 2 in. 

high, l/2iri. radially, and 1 in. along the beam direction. Helium bags 

were used throughout the accessible length of the magnet system to 

reduce multiple scattering. The final beam had the following character

istics: 

Intensity (maximum) 

Mean energy 

Energy half width 

Image full width at half max: 

Horizontal 

Vertical 

fJ. contamination 

e contamination 

6 -/: 3Xl 0 rr sec 

310 MeV 

5 MeV 

4.2 em 

3,.2 em 

4.5% 

< 0.3% 

It was noted that the position of the final focus was extremely 

sensitive to the radial setting of the internal target. The calibration 

of the radial target position was seen to be insufficiently accurate for 

the cyclotron operator to set the target properly at the start of each 

day's operation. For this reason it was necessary to determine the 

radial target position experi'rnentally at the start of each run. This 

was accomplished by sweeping a pair of scintillation counters, whose 

defining dimensions were l/4Xl/4 in., across the beam and thus meas

uring the beam profile. A constant check on possible beam shifts dur

ing runs was accomplished by obser~ing the ratio of counting rates in 

counters M 1 .and M2, which is discussed in the next section (III. B). 

B. Methods and Apparatus 

1. Method 

(2.6) 
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where P 1 , is the polarization of the beam, and P2 1s that polarization 

which would result from scattering an unpolarized beam throl!gh an 

angle 8 2 . The quantity P 2 for carbon is known, so one could in 

principle calculate P 2 for the system; however, since our counters 

have finite size, and the analyzing target consists partly of carbon and 

partly of scintillator IS'ee counter· B; .Fig .. 3), we ·c:h.osi€ to. 

determine P 2 experimentally. This is discus sed in Sec. III. C. 3. 

The angular region measurable with a carbon analyzing target 1s 

sever_ely limited by the sharp drop in polarization of protons on carbon 

below proton energies of about 120 MeV. For the largest of our proton 

angles (about 32 deg lab,), the energy of the recoil proton as it leaves 

the hydrogen target is only 130 MeV; we are therefore forced to use a. 

thinner' carbon target to minimize additional energy loss. This reduces 

the counting rate and makes measurement of polarization at larger 

angles impractical. Also" measurement of polarization at angles less 

than 17 deg is hindered by the main pion beam hitting the one analyzing. 

telescope. 

Referring to Fig. 3, the recoil protons were defined by a coin

cidence of the form ABC 1c 2 . Counters A and B counted the proton, 

and C 1 and C 2 the, scattered pion. The requirement of C 1 C 2 coincidence 

with AB sharply reduced the possibility of counting inelastic protons, 

because these would not usually obey the required kinematics. The 

protons were then scattered by the carbon target (and also, to some 

extent, by counter B), and the relative 'intensities into counters D1E1 

and D2E2 were measured. In the orientation of Fig. 3, the quantity 

IL of Eq. 2.5 is given by(ABG 1C2D 1E1)/ABC 1C2, and IR is given by 

(ABC 1c 2 D 2E 2 ) /ABC 1c 2 .. 

In the interest of reducing the accidental rate, counter F was 

placed in anticoincidence, so that the number of triggers for counters 

D and E would be reduced to that number of recoil protons actually 

scattered out by counter B and the carbon target. The rate of 

ABC 1 C2F compared to ABC 1 c 2 was about 12%, i.e., ::::: 12% of the 

protons scattered from the carbon target and counter B. 
I 
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Liquid hydrogen Cart:>on 
target analy.zmg target 

/ Recoi I protons J 

-I ft Lead shielding 

(used only at 81 = 16.6°) 

MU -27353 

Fig. 3. Scale drawing (plan view) of counter arrangements. 
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Counters M 1 and M 2 were used to monitor the center line of the 

recoil proton beam. Counters M 1 and M 2 were moved laterally 

until the rates ABC 1c 2M 1 and ABC 1c 2M 2 were approximately equal. 

Any d~viations, from equality during the course of a run then indicated 

a shift in center line. 

2. Apparatus 

The liquid hydrogen target consisted of a 6-in. -diam Mylar can 

encased in a 12 -in. -diam vacuum jacket. At beam level, the vacuum 

jacket consisted of 0.03-'iri. Mylar windows 6 in. high, supported above 

and below beam level by 1/2 -in. Dural flanges. The Mylar extended 

around for 270 deg, making it possi"9le to measure the differential cross 

section simultane.ously with the polarization measurement. In order to 

measure the target-empty rate, the liquid hydrogen was forced out of 

the target and back into the. reservoir by introducin'g .helium gas at the 
< 

top of the hydrogen container. The level of hydrogen in the target, as 

well as in the hydrogen reservoir, was monitored by the use o{ Magnehelic 

gauges that measured pressure differential between the top and the 

bottom of the target. 

·The scintillation counters were mounted as shown in Fig. 4. 

Only the scintillator parts of each counter are shown. A transit was 

mounted directly above the pivot as shown; the angle e2 ,was then set 

by sighting on the centers of counters D 1 and D2. Counters M1 

and M 2 moved perpendicular to the beam line on a screw-driven table, 

which allowed setting to approximately 0.05 em. The dimensions of the 

scintillator s are given in Table IV. 

3. Counters and Electronics 

All the counters were rectangular polystyrene scintillators, 

connected through luc-ite light pipes to RCA 6810-A photomultiplier 

tubes. 

/ 

~· 
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Pion fJ/ A B 
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Iff 
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Carbon 
target 

Copper absorber 

MU-27354 

Fig. 4. Scale drawing (elevation view) of counters, including 
important supports (Counters C 1 and Cz and supports are 
not shown). 
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/ 

The negative output pulse frorp the phototube was then amplified· 
13 

and fed into Wenzel coincidence circuits. Attempts to form a four-

fold (ABC 1 C 2) coincidence proved unsuccessful; owing ;to the significant 

time spread in C 1 and C 2 :pulses with respect to A an4 B pulses. 

Wherever counters of rather large dimensions were use,d (counters C, 

D, and E), it was necessary to form double coincidences of the form 

C 1 C 2, D 1 ~ 1, etc. , and to mix the output of these doubles with the other 

pulses. A complete block diagram of the electronics is gi v~n in Fig. 5. 

The basic ABC 1 C 2 coincidence was produc'ed by two identical circuits; 

both these outputs were scaled, and one was used as a trigger for the 

remaining four types of coincidences, namely ABC1C2D1E 1F, 

ABC 1C2 D 2 E 2 F, ABC 1C2M1, and ABC 1C2M2. 

Table IV. Dimensions of c.ounters 

Co1:1-nter 

A 

B 

c 1 and c2. 

n 1 and D 2 
E 1 and E 2 
F 

M 1 and M 2 
I 

Dimensions (in. ) 

·J/4X2X6 

1/4XZX8 

3/8Xl2 X 12. 

3/4X4X20. 

3/4X6X22 

3/4X6X 12 

1/4X 1X6 

.. 
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MU-27355 

Fig. 5. Block diagram of electronics: HPA = Hewlett-Packard 
Model 460A amplifier; HPB = Hewlett-Packard Model 460B 
amplifier; DB = 125Q variable-delay box; INV =Inverter; 
Disc= Discriminator; WC = Wenzel-type coincidence circuit. 
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C. Experimental Procedures 

l. General 

All the counters were first placed in the pion beam and the signals 

properly delayed. Voltage plateaus were also determined while the 

counters were still in the pion beam; then the delays were adjusted to 

compensate for the velocity difference between pions and recoil protons. 

The apparatus was then moved to an angle e2 of about 20 deg, 

and 'the voltage plateaus were determined for protons. Copper absorber 

l/2 in. thick was placed between counters C 1 and c
2 

to reduce the 

number of low-energy particles giving a C 1 Cz coincidence. Copper 

absorber was also placed between counters D and E; the amount was 

determined by the procedure described in Sec. IILC. 2. 

When the voltage levels had been determined for all counters, all 

voltages were changed by ±50 volts; this produced no change in counting 

rates. This check was repeated periodically throughout the experiment. 

Accidental rates were determined by delaying counters D and E 

with respect to the ABC 1C 2F trigger by 52 nsec. This is the time dif

ference between two radio-frequency fine-structure pulses of the cyclo

tron. The accidental counting rate was observed to be strongly dependent 

on the duty cycle of t_he cyclotron. In order to monitor the cyclotron 

duty cycle, the output of a scintillation counter placed in the main pion 

beam was displayed on an oscilloscope, and a continuous effort was 

made to keep the beam spread out over as long a time interval as pos

sible. 

At the smallest proton lab angle ( 16.9 deg) the accidental rate in 

the DE telescope nearest the main pion beam became prohibitive; this 
' 

was improved by stacking lead between counter B and the main pion 

beam, thus shielding the telescope from the hydrogen target. 

Possible differences in efficiency between counter telescopes 

D 1E 1 and DzEz were minimized by reversing the positions of the two 

telescopes regularly; the asymmetries measured by each telescope were· 

then compared. The asymmetry measured by each telescope at each 
• 
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angle is recorded in Table V, and the final asymmetry quoted at each 

angle is the average of the two telescopes. 

Asymmetry was measured at equal angles to the left and right of 

the main pion beam; since the unit vector n, defined in Sec. II. B. 1, is 

opposite in direction for these two scatterings, the preferred spin direc-

tion for a given value of polarization (P 1) ~also changes sign. The 

quantity P 2 remains the same, so the asymmetry as defined by Eq. 

(2 .5) should also change sign. This was observed to be so, and is 

shown in Table V. 

2. Asymmetry Measurement 

Counter telescope AB was positioned at each recoil angle by 

means of a transit on the pion beam center line, downstream from the 

hydrogen target. Counter B was beam-defining, and the angle was set 

to about 0.05 deg. Counter telescope C 1 C 2 was then set at the corre-' 

sponding recoil-pion angle by means of an angle scale inscribed on the 

supporting table. Th~s setting was accurate to about 0.2 deg. 

The first measurement made at each recoil angle was a range 

determination using both counter telescopes D 1E 1 and D2E2. With 

the telescopes set at 82::::0 deg, the ratio (ABC1C 2 DE)/(ABC1C2D) 

was measured and plotted against thickness of copper absorber between 

D an9. E. A typical range curve is shown in Fig. 6. The range deter

mined from these curves agr;eed well with kinematics, and agreement 

between the two DE telescopes was also good. 

'Examination of the tail of the range curves. indicated that of the 

real ABC 1 C 2D counts, only about 2o/o were particles of range greater 

than that of protons for this recoil angle. _ The 11 set point" shown in 

Fig. 6 indicates the amount of copper absorber placed between counters 

D and E during asymmetry measure.ments. This absorber was used 

in 'part to discriminate against protons that scatter inelastically from 

carbon and in part to reduce the number of DE coincidences from 

stray low-energy particles. The 11 set point" for each recoil angle is 

given in Table, VI. 
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Table V. Asymmetry sum~ary. 

e 1 (lab) 

(de g) 

22:Y L ~ 
22.1 R J 

31.6 L l 
31.6 R f 

-0 ~ 092 ± . 04 7 b 

0.235± .067 

-0.192±.049 

0.288± .050 

0.366± .046 

:..0.295± .060 

0.298± .088 

Telescope D 2 E 2 Average a·symmetrya 

-0.183±.050 -0.135± .034 

0.143±.050 0.177±.040 

-0.270± .044 -0.236± .033 

0.304± .050 0.2 96± .035 

0.377± .041 0.371±.031 

-0.193±.064 -0.248± .044 

0.330± .079 0.316±.059 

a. The average asymm~try was obtained by combining the measurements 

of the two telescopes weighted by the inverse of the square of their errors: 

Theerror:quoted.ise.qualtol(.6e:i)- 2{ (~e2 r-2 J·--:l/~·,whe-re·6e 1 a~d ~e 2 
are the errors on the asymmetry measured by telescope~ land 2. 

b 
All errors quoted on this page are based on counting statistics. 

c Time limitations made it impractical to measure the asymmetr-y_ 

for e l = 26.6 deg L. In view of the good agreement between left and 

right at the other three angles it was de;emed unnecessary to make the 

measurement at e l = 26.6 deg L. 
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Fig. 6. Range curve on recoil protons, where () l = 31.6 deg. 
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Table VI. Summary of pertinent quantities 

Quantity Mean recoil-proton lab angle (deg) 

16.6 

c. m. scattering angle (deg) 145.2 

Analyzing-telescope angle 
Q2 (deg) 15.5 

Thickness of carbon-analyzing 
target (in.) 2.0 

Copper absorber thickness 2 
between counters D and E (g/cm ) 5 .03' 

Approx scattered-proton rate 
(ABC 1C 2 ) per minute 1250 

Approx average analyzed
proton rate (ABC 1 C 2DEF) per 

minute 3 

Total number of full-normal 
counts recorded 2400 

22.1 26.6 31.6 

133.8 124.5 114.2 

15.5 17.0 17.0 

1.0 0.5 0.5 

7 .. 90 6.42 4.29 

900. 68o 650 

1.3 0.7 0.9 

2200 1350 1250 

The center line of the recoil-proton beam was then determined 

for the two telescopes. This was accomplished by sweeping each tele

scope across the proton beam in 1-deg steps, and plotting 

(ABC1C2DE)/(ABC 1C 2 ) against e2 . A proton beam profile measured 

in this manner is given in Fig. 7: The center line was determined to 

0.05 deg. Checks were made frequently during the early stages of the 

experiment to ascertain the constancy of the center line. Later it was 
' ' 

concluded that keeping the ratio (ABC 1C 2M 1)/(ABC 1C2M2) between 

0.90 and 1.10 guaranteed a shift in proton center line of less than 

0.05 deg. 
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Fig. 7. Centerline curve. 
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Telescopes C 1 D l and CzDz w_ere then set at equal angles e2 
measured from the center line as determined by the respective telescope. 

The following four counting rates were measured: 

(a) target full, delays normal; 

(b) target full, DE delayed 52 nsec with respect to ABC 1CzF; 

(c) target empty, delays normal; and 

(d) target empty, DE delayed 52 nsec with respect to ABC 1 CzF. 

Rates (a) and (b) were monitored against the ABC 1Cz rq.te, as 

well as against readings of an argon-filled ionization chamber placed 

in the main pion beam before the ·hydrogen target; rates (c) and (d) were 

monitored against the ionization chamber only. 

At all angles; rate (c) was less than 4o/o of rate (a). At f) = 31.6 

deg, rate (b) was about 7o/o of rate (a)' and at all other angles it was 

less than 5o/o. As a check on the validity of measuring accidentals in_ 

this manner, the beam was turned down to ~bout 1.5Xl06 n/sec,_and 

asymmetry was measured for f) = 31.6 deg. · Rate (b) dropped to less 

than 5o/o, but the net counting rates were unchanged. Rate (d) was in 

all cases less than lo/o. 
i 

Table VI summarizes pertinent quantities for each of the angles 

measured. 

3. Calibration' 

As mentioned in Sec. III. B. 1., the quantity Pz was determined 

experimentally for this counter arrangement. This calibration was 

carried out by Foote, l and will-be discussed very briefly here. The 

reader is referred to the above publication for a detailed account of the 

calibration procedure. 

A beam of protons was scattered from a 1/2 -in. carbon target at 

an angle of 13.8 deg. These scat-tered protons were then analyzed by the 

counter system under conditions identical with that of the actual asym,., 

metry measurements, as discussed in Section III. C. 2. This measured 

quantity e 2 is then equal to P 1P2 , where P1 is the polarization of 

the once- scattered proton beam. P 1 was calculated from data of 
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Dickson and Salter, 14 Tyren et al., 15 and Hafner .16 The values of 

P2 = e2/P 1 quoted in Table VII are the averaged values given in Foote. 1 

D. Polarization Results and Experimental Uncertainties 

1. Results 

Table VI presents the measured asymmetries as determined by 

the two telescopes for e1 t<;> the left and right. The results from the 

two telescopes are averaged, and the values for e 1 left and right are 

in turn averaged and listed in Table VII. 

2. Uncertainties 

The principal sources of error in the asymmetry measurements 

are due to counting statistics and uncertainty in recoil-proton beam 

center line. Counting statistical errors in asymmetry are related to 

errors in IL and ~R (see Eq. 2 .6) byl7 

These errors are quoted in Table VI. 

Uncertainty in asymmetry due to uncertainty in center line is 

related to angular uncertainty by 17 

de - d(ih . .!o) 

<ffi"2- de2 

where Io is the average DCS for scattering at a lab angle. 82 (see 

Fig. 3). For the geometries used in the aforementioned experimental 

arrangements, de/d8z:::::: 0.2/degree. 

As was stated in Sec. III. C, 2, the recoil-proton beam center 

line was determined to about 0.05 deg from the.umbra curves, The 

monitor counters M 1 and M 2 guaranteed the constancy of the beam 

center line during the course of any run. The transit made angle 

settings possible to about 0.02 deg, a negligible contribution to the 



Table VIf. Polarization summary. 

Center-of-mass angle (deg) 114.2 
. a b 

Average asymmetry 0.269 ± .037 

Analyzing abilityc 0.344 ± .034 

Recoil-proton polarization 0. 7 84 ± . 13 2 

124.5 

0.371± .032 

0.573± .046 

0.648± .076 

133.8 

0.264± .026 

0.449± .032 

0.589± .072 

145.2 

0.152±.027 

0.500± .020· 

0.304± .055 

a This is the average of the two asymmetries measured by telescopes 1 and 2 given in Table V. 

The individual quantities have been weighted by the inverse of the square of their errors. 

b . . 
This. quoted error in asymmetry includes the uncertainty of 0.09 due to center -line uncertainty 

( see Sec ~ III . P . 2 . ) 

c This analyzing ability was, measured by Foote 
1 

and is the average of the values given in 

Table V . 

. ~ 

I 
VJ 
0 
I 
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uncertainty. From these considerations, the rms error due to center 

line uncertainty was e ~ 0.010. , This error was added in rms fashion 

to the counting statistical uncertainties, and quoted in Table VII. 

The mean lab recoil-proton angle is assumed to be known to 0.40 

deg. This uncertainty adses partly from upcertainty in the pion beam 

center line, and partly from the calculation necessary to determine the 

mean lab angle from the actual center line of counters A and B. 

(This calculation is necessitated by the variation of the DCS across the 

finite size of counters A and B.) The incidept pion beam center line 

was determined to 0.3 deg, and the setting of the A-B center line by 

transit was good to about 0.1 deg. The pion beam was centered on the 

liquid hydrogen target at the beginning of each day by methods outl~ned 

in Sec. III. A. 2, so that variations of beam center line from day to day 

were minimized. 
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IV. PHASE -SHIFT ANALYSIS 

The polarization data presented in Sec. III were incorporated 

with the rr+-p polarization data of Foote, 1 the rr+-p DCS and total 

cross-section data: of Rogers, 2 and recent rr--p DCS and total cross

section data of Rugge. 6 A phase- shift analysis has been performed; 

this section deals with the IBM 7090 program developed for this purpose, 

and the results of the phase-shift search are presented. 

A. Description of the Search Program 

As may be judged from Sec. II, the phase-shift expansions of the 

scattering amplitudes describing the rr-p system are very complicated 

functions, and so there is no simpleway of deriving values for the phase 

shifts from the available experimental data. Modern high-speed com

puter techniques make it pas sible, however, to calculate very rapidly 

the values of DCS and polarization predicted by a given set of phase 

shifts. 

The PIP ANAL program developed for this purpose >employs the 

grid- search method for fitting the phase- shift equations to experimen

tal points. A tentative set of phase shifts is fed into the program, a:nd· 

the computer then varies all the phase shifts in turn, in order to min

imize the quantity 

r a a ]2 M = I I calc - exp . 

L .6. Q 
exp 

( 4. l) 

where Q 
1 

refers to the value of DCS or polarization calculated 
ca c 

from a given set of phase shifts, Q is the corresponding experi
exp 

mentally determined value, and .6.Q is the experimental uncertainty 
exp 

in Q . 
exp 

The summation is over all the experimental quant:j.ties being 

considered in a given case. 
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Each phase shift is varied in turn, and this procedure is repeated 

until a complete cycle results in no reduction in the value of M. The 

increment of change in phase shift is then reduced, and the above proc

es s is repeated until the increment reaches a certain predetermined 

value; 

B. PIP ANAL !CF4 

PIPANAL !CF4 is based on the IBM 704 program developed by 

Foote, 3 and has evolved through several intermediate programs. it 

is the most complete program developed, and the only one discussed 

in this report. It is to be under stood, however, that not all the analy

sis .discussed in the following sections was performe,d by this program, 

' but sometimes by less inclusive and therefore less time-consuming 

programs of the same type. 

l. Experimental Quantities Fitted 

Experimental quantities fitted by PIP ANAL !CF4 are: 

(a) DCS- The program accepts up to 30 DCS points each for the three 

reactions given in Table I. 

(b) Polarization- The program accepts up to 10 points each for the· 

reactions in Table I. 

(c) Total eros s section- The program accepts a total cross section 

for rr+ -p and rr--p scatter~ng. Since total cross sections are usually 

determined experimentally between two cutoff angles, the program fits 

them to the numerically, integrated value under the calculated DCS 

·curve between these cutoff angles. A predetermined fraction of the 

calculated inelastic cross section was also added (see Eqs. A. 3 and 

A.4 of Appendix A), and in the case of rr--p scattering, the integration 

was under the DCS curve for both reactions (b) and (c) of Table I. 

(d) Inelastic cross section-Only the rr--p inelastic cross section was 

fitted, since only the I = 1/2 inelastic parameters are allowed to vary 

(see Sec. 2 below). 
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(e) Legendre coefficients for charge-:-exchange E?Cattering- The com

monest way of measuring the DCS for the reactions TT-+p-+TT 0 +n is to 

measure they-ray distribution from the decaying TT 0
• When thi& is the 

case, the y-ray .distribution is fitted in a Legendre expansion, and the 

coefficients for a Legendre expansion of the TT 0 distribution are related 

to those of they distribution. 18 For this reason, data on the 

TT- + p ~ TT 0 + n DCS is often quoted in terms of these Legendre coef

ficients. Therefore the program was equipped to fit these coefficients 

with coefficients calculated from the phase shifts. Up to seven Legendre 

coefficients can be fitted (cor:responding to an ~pdf wave fit to the y 

distribution). 

2. Variation of Quantities 

Quantities are varied in PIP ANAL 1CF4 as follows: 

(a) Phase shifts- The program varies phase shifts for I = 

I = 3/2 states. It can perform. sp, spd, or spdf analysis for 

systems of any energy. 

1/2 and 
± 

TT -p 

+ (b) Inelastic parameters-In the case of TT -p scattering, the total 

inelastic cross section is quite small as compared with the total elastic 

cross section (< 1 mb as compared with 60 rhb). For this reason, the 

inelasticparameters P/ (see Sec. II. B) are not varied in the search. 

It is possible,· however, to insert p / different from 1 into the iriput 

data, and thus study the possible effects of inelastic parameters on the 

phase shifts. The inelastic cross section for TT--p scattering is, how

ever, as large as 1.5 mb, as compared with:::: 29mb for the TT--p 

elastic total cross section. (In this context "elastic" refers to both 

TT + p- TT + p and TT + p-+ TT 0 + n:reactions). We accordingly allowed 
± 

the quantities TJ_e to be varied in the search, with the constraint that 

they had to remain in the interval 0 ~ 11/ ~ 1. The assumption made 

here W?-S that since the total inelastic cross section for TT+-p (which is 

all isotopic spin 3/2) is very small, the contribution to the larger TT--p 

inelastic cross section must be from the isotopic spin 1/2 state. 
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(c) Normalization parameters-In the measurement of DCS there 

is always an uncertainty of a few percent in the normalization of the 

angular distributions. In order to enable the search program to move 

the angular distribution up or down an amount corresponding to this 

~ncertainty, quantities E+, E- and .E 0 were introduced for each of the 

three differential cross sections mentioned in Sec. B.l above. Each of 

the experimental DCS points was multiplied by the quantity ( 1 +E) to 

adjust the distribution, and the contribution of DCS to E q. ( 4.1) was 

modified to become' 

L[DCS - DCS 
M(DCS) = calc exp 

i::l.DCS 
exp 

(4.2) 

where i::l.E is the experimental uncertainty in normalization. 

3. Error Routine 

The validity of any' phase-shift solution is limited unless the 

error on each phase shift is known. Approximate values of the errors 

on the phase shifts were determined. These are .quoted in Appendix B. 

The method used in determining errors was the standard error

matrix approach. After the minimum value of M (Eq. 4 .. 1)- has been 

found, the shape of the M hypersurface near the minimum is examined 

by computing the second partial derivatives of M with respect to each 

of the phase shifts used. These partial derivatives form a matrix G 

defined by 

_ 1 a 2 M 
Gij - 2 

ao.ao. 
1 J 

This matrix is then inverted, yielding the error matrix G-
1 

with the 

properties 

~i = (l:l.o)rms and (G- 1) .. =C .. (i::l.o.) (i::l.o.) (fori fj), 
1J 1J 1 rms J rms 

where C.. is the correlation coefficient. 
1J 
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For details of t;he calculation qf the elements of G, comments on 

the use of c-1, a:nd references, see AppendixB. Err<;>r matrice.s for 

the princjpal phase.~shift solutions are also presented in Appendix B. 

C. Phase-Shift Investigations 

The general approach followed in searching for phase-shift solu

tions to the experimental data is the random-starting-point method. A 

large number of sets of random phase shifts (over the period -180 deg 

~ o ~ 180 deg) are introduced as input data, and the program is requested 

to find the local minimal value for M. If a sufficient number of randomly 

located starting points is used, th~ probability of having missed a "good" 

solution is small. 

When all phase shifts are allowed to vary simultaneously· (as in 

PIPANAL 1CF4) the process of random searching is extremely time

consuming. For this reason, the following method was .used: The three 

(o,ne .spd and two spdf) I ==: 3/2 sQlutions of Foote3 were taken as starting 

points, andwere held fixed in all o£,the random searching. _Only the 

p~S data of Rugge (Table VIII)6 were fitted in this manne:r:, and for each 

I = 3/2 set, there.were in general several I = 1/2 sets that,~satisfactorily 

fitted the DCS data. These" good" solutions were then ir1sertedj_nto 

PIPANAL 1CF4 the TT+-p data shown in Tables IX and X were included, 

and all phase shifts were. allowed to vary simultaneously: Polarization 

dat.awere then introduced, and finally charge-exchange pes (<::;aris 
19

), 

in order to rule out some of the I = 1/2 phase- shift sets. This procedure 

is discussed in detail in the following two subsections. 

The data used in all of the analysis following is given in Table VI 

through X. 

1. spd Analysis 

6 
A least-squares fit of the DGS data of Rugge indicated the need 

for at least d waves to obtain a satisfactory fit. This section deals 

with the details of the spd analysis. 
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Table VIII. Differential and total cross sectiona for -
1T tp-+-rr + p, 

measured by Ruggeb 

f) da(f)) rms uncertainty em 
drl (de g) em (mb/sr)-
(mb/sr) 

34.7 1.184 0.043 

41.4 ·I. 17 1 0.035 

47.9 1. 151 0.033 

54.4 l. 125 0.029 

60.6 1.027 0.027 

66.8 0.970 0.023 

72.7 0.853 0.023 

78.5 0. 774 0.018 

84.1 0.690 0.018 

89.6 0.635 0.015 

94.9 0.561 0.017 

100.0 0.498 0.013 

105.0 0.461 0.014 

109.8 0.480 0.009 

114.5 0.482 0.016 

119.0 0.514 ·- 0.012 

123.5 . 0.536 0.013 

127.8 0.590 0.018 

132.0 0.663 0.016 

136 .o 0. 715 0.016 

140 .o 0. 764 0.021 

144.0 0.822 0.020 

147.8 0.817 0.021 

151.6 0.889 0.025 

155.2 0.941 0.015 

158.9 0.991 0.028 

162.4 0.932 0.029 

166.0 0.944 0.042 
a 

The total cross section used in the analysis was 28,8± Q.8 mb, eval-

uated between cutoff angles 8.4 and 167.4 deg. The normalization un
certainty (see Sec. IV. B) was taken to be 6-e = 0.04. 
b 

See reference 6 
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Fermi 3/2 starting point. In the analysis by Foote 3 (see his 

Table IV) , only the solution of the Fermi type is totally acceptable. 

The Minami solution is theoretically unsatisfactory because of the very 

large D 3 , 3 shift, and the Yang solution is highly improbable because 

of the large M value. We therefore concentrated our efforts on the 

Fermi solution (the Yang type is mentioned briefly belo,;.,). 

Using Foote's Fermi solution (S3,1 = -18.5; P3,1 = -4.7; 

P3,3 = 134.8; D3,3 = 1.9; D3,5 = - 4.0) as the fixed I= 3/2 phase shifts, 

a total of 115 random sets was introduced. Four distinct solutions 

were found to be acceptable fits to the rr--p DCS data. These four 

solutions, after having been fitted with PIPANAL 1CF4, were as shown 

in Table XII. The rr--p recoil-proton polarization predicted by these 

four solutions is shown in Fig. 8. It is obvious from the figure that 

solutions ( l) and (2) are in agreement with the data, while (3) and (4) 

are not. Inclusion of polarization data in the program causes solution 

(3) to degenerate into solution ( 1), while theM value of solution (4) in

creases to a very unacceptable 450 (where 48 is expected). 
' 

As is also clear from Fig. 8, polarization data in the region we 

have explored are quite incapable of resolving solutions ( 1) and (2}. 

One method of resolving this ambiguity would be to obtain rr --p polar

ization data at smaller angles. Such data do not exist at present, but 

an attempt has been made to resolve the two solutions by the inclusion 

of rr- + p-+ rr 0 + n DcsJ9 This procedure was suggested by the iarge 

variation in the backward direction of the predicted charge-e:xchange 

. DCS curves shown in Fig. 9. 

Inclusion of the coefficients of Table XI together with the polar

ization data of Table VII in the search program yielded the results 

shown in Table XIII. Evidently, only solution ( 1) of Table XIII now has 

a reasonable M value, and is therefore considered the only satisfactory 

spd solution to all the aforementioned data. 

Yang 3/2 starting point. While the most intensive work has been 

centered around the Fermi solution, the Yang spd solution of Foote 3 
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Table IX. Differential and total cross sectiona for lT++p-+ lT+ +p, 
b measured by Rogers. 

e . du( e) rms uncertainty 
em 

dri (de g) em (mb/sr) 
(mb/sr) 

14.0 18.71 0.60 

19.6 16.05 0.46 

25.2 13.82 0.31 

30.6 12.99 0.25 

34.6 12.28 0.27 

36.2 11.65 0.27 

44.0 9.82 0.15 

51.8 8.59 0.26 

56.8 7.54 0.28 

60.0 6.58 0.22 

69.6 4. 73 0.10 

75.3 3.62 0.09 

81.6 2. 77 0.08 

97.8 1.66 0.07 

105 .o 1.51 0.06 

108.1 1.62 0.07 

120.9 2.08 0.08 

135.2 2.93 0.14 

140.6 3.36 0.12 

144.7 3. 76 0.15 

152.2 4.10 0.21 

156.4 4.51 0.17 

165 .o 4.88 0.12 

a The total cross section used in the analysis was 56.4± 1.4mb, 
evaluated between cutoff angles 14.7 and 158.0 deg. The normalization 
uncertainty (see Sec. IV. B) was taken to be 4e = 0 .. 06 .. b ·:· : .. ' ·. . ..... _, : 

See reference 2. 
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Table X. Recoil-proton polarization for 'IT++ p- 'IT++ p, measured by 
Footea 

e 
P (B) rrns unc~rtainty , ern 

(de g) 

114.2 0.044 0.062 

124.5 -0.164 0.070 

133.8 -0.155 0.044 

145.2 -0.162 0.037 

a 
See reference 1. 

Table XI. Coefficients for Legendre polynomial fit to 'IT-+ p -+ TI
0 + n 

DCS, measured by Carisa at 317 MeV. 

A l 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

a See reference 19. 

dcr (e) 
dr2' ern 

Coefficient 
(rnb/sr) 

l :39 

1.87 

1.50 

0.01 

-0.35 

t . b rms , unc e r a1nty 
(rnb/sr) 

CL06 

0.11 

0.17 

0.15 

0.42 

b 
The normalization uncertainty (see Sec. IV. B) was taken to be 

~E = 0.10. 
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T'TT =310 MeV 

180 

8 c.m~deg) 
MU-27358 

Fig. 8. Recoil-p-roton polarization in rr- -p elastic scattering 
at 310 MeV. Cases plotted are those given in Table XII. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison between predicted and measured charge- · 
exchange DCS. · 

/ 



Table XII. spd solutions to rr - -p DCS and total cross-section data (also rr + -p DCS, polarization, and 
total cross-section data). 

M =47a 
expected 5 3, 1 P3, l P3,3 D3,3 D3,5 sLl p l, l p 1,3 Dl,3 Dl,5 

(1) 52.4 -18.8 -5.0 134 .. 9 1 .. 7 -3.7 -5.8 -4.:0 '4..4 -5.3 15.1 

(2) 61.3 -18.2 -4.5 135 .l 1,9 -4.0 -7.2 25.8 7.3 3.0 -0.5 

(3) 57.8 -18.5 -4.7 134.7 1.9 -4.0 4.2 10.5 -2.0 3 .. 6 -0.0 

(4) 52 .l -18.9 -5.0 134.3 1.8 -3.9 -4.0 -0.6 5.3 17.3 1.0 

Table XIII. spd solutions to rr- +P DCS, polarization, total cross-section and charge-exchange 
coefficients (also rr -p DCS, polarization, and total eros s- section data) I 

~ 
w 

M =56a 
I 

5 3,1 P3, 1 
p D D 5 .. sL1 p l, 1 p 1,3 Dl,3 Dl,5 expected 3,3 3,3 3, 

( 1) 71.2 -18.8 -4.9 135.5 1. 7 -3.6 -6.2 -:-4.0 3.9 -5.5 15.2 

(2) 123.4 -18.3 -4.4 135.7 1.8 ... 3 .9 -2.6 28.7 6.7 2.8 -0.3 

a 
M t d means the number of degrees of freedom, i.e., (number of experimental points fitted) 

expec e 
minus (numbe;r of phase shifts varied). . 
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is perhaps reasonable enough to merit some consideration. We there

fore did a considerably stnaller amount of random searching in this 

area also, using as· fixed input:3/2 shifts: s 3 , 1 = - 23.2; P 3 , 1 = 126.2; 

P3,3 = 159.0; D3,3 = 7.5; and D3,5= -4.6. In 40 random sets, only one 

solution of M.:;; 50 (M = 23 is expected) appeared; but this solution can 

be ruled out by 1T--p polarization data. 

2. spdf Analysis 

The same general procedure was followed for the spdf analysis 

as for the spd analysis. In this case, the Fermi I and Ferm:i. :II spdf 

solutions of Foote3 were regarded as the most important, and the re

maining solutions were treated somewhat more sketchily. r ''Random" 

sets were random only ins-, p-, andd-wave phase shifts, with the f 

waves assumed small and started at zero deg in all cases. However, 

the final solutions often yielded £-wave phase shifts as large ,as 10 deg, 
, I 

leading us to belieye that no great bias was introduced by starting the 

£-wave phase shifts at zero. 

Fermi I and II. Fitting the n--p DCS data with I = 3/2 phase shifts 
' ' 

fixed yielded, as one might expect, a considerable number of satisfac-

tory solutions. A total of 400 random sets was run, with a total of 23 

good solutions emerging. Ofthese, ,14-were of the Fermi I type and 9 

were of the Fermi II type. 

Addition of 1T--p polarization reduced this number of solutions to 

5; these are presented in Table XIV.. Use of the five charge-exchange 

DCS coefficients of Caris 19 eliminated solutions (4) through (7); the 

remaining three are shown in Table XV , and these three solutions are 

sufficiently different to warrant short individual discussions: 

Solution ( 1)- This is the spdf counterpart of the only good spd solution 

given in Table XII. The I = 3/2 phase shifts of the final solution agree 

very weil with Foote's Fermi I solution. 3 Each type of data is individ

ually fitted well. The M value is very close to the expected value; it 

is the most frequently occurring solution, having appeared 37 times 

during the random search. 

( 
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Table XIV. spdf Solutions to rr + -p and rr --p DCS, polarization, and total cross section. 

M =47a 
expected 

Started 
M from s3, 1 p3, l P3,3 D3,3 D3,5 F 3,5 F 3, 7 s 1, 1 p l, l P1,3 D1,3 Dl,5 F 1,5 F 1, 7 

3 7. 9 Fermi I -15.3 -0.0 134.8 4.8 -6.4 0.8 -1.6 -5.4 -5.3 2.0 -5.5 15.9 -0.2 2.-l 

II 48.3 -20.7 -10. 1 136. 1 -2 .o -0.3 -1. 1 2.3 11.7 23.4 -2.0 6.7 2.5 2.2 -0.-± 

III 41.3 -15. 1 0.1 13 5.0 4.9 -6.4 0.8 -1.7 -0.2 2.7.2 7.'3 -0.3 - 1.6 -2.5 -0.2 

IV 49.1 -17.4 -2.8 134.2 3.2 -5.1 0.6 -0-i:l 1·. - 20.2 -1.2 5.3 5.7 l.i:l 0.8 

v 46.6 Fermi II -35.5 -16.0 15 1. 3 - 11.4 13.0 -1.1 - 1. 9 -13 .0 3.7 19.7 -0.6 -2.0 2.5 1.0 

Table XV. spdl So1utlons to rr + -p and rr -p DCS• polarization, total cross section, and rr- -p- rr 0 n DCS. 

M =52 a 
expected 

M s3, 1 P3, 1 P3,3 D3,3 D3,5 F 3,5 F 3, 7 s1. 1 p 1,1 P1,3 Dl.3 D 1;5 F l, 5 F 1, 7 

43.7 -14.4 1.1 13 5. 1 5.4 -6.9 0.8 -2.0 -6.0 -5.8 1.5 -5.7 15.8 -0.2 2:5 

II 64.2 -2 1 .2 -12 .1 137.2 -3.3 1.5 -1.8 3.3 10.9 z 3.1 -3.5 6.5 0.6 2.1 - 1.2 

III 71.7 -.15 .6 -0.7 135.3 4.2 -6.0 0.7 -1.3 5.0 27-9 9.2 -0.5 -0.7 -3.2 -0.5 

a 
Mexpected ·1neans the number of degrees of freedom, i.e., (number of expe~imental points fitted) minus (number of phase shifts varied). 

I 
,.j::.. 
U1 
I 



Solution (2) -Although the search yielding this solution began with the 

I = 3/2 phase shifts being fixed at the Fermi I values, the final solution 

de~onstrates a definite Fermi II behavior (i.e., D3,3 - D 3 , 5 < 0). The 

I = 3/2 phase shifts are very different from the Fermi II solution of 

Foote, but the fit to the 1T+-p data is nevertheless quite good. The 1T--p 

polarization data is fitted rather badly, as seen from Fig. 10; however, 

the fit to the remaining data is sufficiently good that the large contribui\

tion to M of the rr.-:- ~p polarization data (:::: 10) is insufficient to rule out 

the solution. 

Solution (3)-This rs a somewhat poorer fit to the data, but still does 

not possess a sufficiently high M value to be ruled out. The I=_ 3/2 

phase shifts are of the Fermi I type, but are not nearly as consistent 

with the Foote, solution as are those of sotution ( l). Each phase shift 

does, however, lie within the quoted uncertainty of the Foote solution. 

It should be noted that, although the Fermi II solution was used 

as a starting point for 200 random sets, it was not possible to find any 

solution that adequately fitted all the 1T-p data. Thus it can be concluded 

that Foote's solution of Fermi II can not be used to fit 1T--p and 1T +_p 

data simultaneously. 

Other I = 3/2 starting points. As in the case of _the spd .analyses, a 

limited amount. of searching was done in which the less -likely I = 3/2 

solutions (See Table VI, Foote
3

) were used as starting points. The two 

solutions treated were the Yang II set and solution No. 6, which is un

named in the above reference (Foote) and so is here referred to as 

Fermi Ia. About 100 random cases were examined, with no satisfactory 

solutions to 1T + -:P and 1T--p (DCS and polarization) appearing. 

3. Error Analysis 

The matrix-inversion error routine described in Sec. IV. B was 

applied to the spd solution as well as the three spdf solutions. The 

errors are quoted, as well as a brief summary of the effects of various 

data on thes'e errors. 
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MU,.27365 

Fig. 10. Recoil-proton polarization in rr- -p elastic scattering 
at 310 MeV. Cases plotted are those given in Table XV. 
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Error matrices. The error matrices for the four solutions discussed 

above are tabulated in Appendix B. It is seen that in the spd solution, 

all rms errors are from 0.5 to l deg. The correlation coeffi~ients are 

all relatively small. For the spdf solutions, the errors are considerably 

larger, and the correlation coefficients have also increased in size. 

The quoted errors on the I = 3/2 phase shift are seen to be similar to 
. " 

those quoted by Foote, 3 indicating that the inclusion of rr--p data has a 

negligible effect on the I = 3/2 phase-shift error. 

Effect of various data on ~rrors. The spd solution was examined in 

an effort to determine what types of information was most effective in 

reducing the uncertainties on the phase shift. Table XVI gives the rms 

errors on all the phase shifts when various combinations of data are 

included. 

4. Inelastic parameters. 

To determine the effect of inelastic parameters on the phase shifts, 

an inelastic total cross section of ui = 1.5± 0.8 mb2 0 wa:s included in the 

search program, and the inelastic parameters allowed to vary. Only 

the four final solutions were examined; the results are given in Table 

XVII. In all cases, the inelastic parameters were started at 1.0, al

though starting them at 0.95 and 0.90 yielded essentially the same 

results. 

I. 
'·-' 

"' 



Table XVI. Effect· of various data on phase -shift errors ( spd solution). 

All cases include the following rr + -p data: 

23 DCS points, 4 polarization points (Pol), Errors (in deg) on 1 = 1/2 phase shifts 

and 1 total eros s section. 

In addition, the following 7T 
-
-p data sLl p 1,1 Pl,3 Dl,3 Dl,5 

28 DCS 0.9 0.5 . 1.3 0.3 0.9 

28 DCS, 1 TCS 0.8 0.4 1.0 0.3 0.6 

28 DCS, 1 TCS, 4 Pol 0.7 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.6 

7 DCS, a 1 TCS, 4 Pol 0.8 0.5 1.2 0.4 0.8 

7 DCS, a 1 TCS, 4 Pol, I 

5 charge-exchange DCS coefficients 0.8 0.5 1.1 0.3 0.7 
H:>-
-.!) 
I 

28 DCS, 1 TCS, 4 Pol, 
5 charge-exchange DCS coefficients 0.6 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.6 

a The 7 DCS points are distributed evenly throughout the angular region. 
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Table XVII. spd and spdf solutions including the inelastic total cross 
section. 

spd solution 

8 3,1 P3,1 P3,3 D3,3 D3,5 

I= 3/2 
ph~~~ shifts -18.9 -5.0 135.5 1.6 -3.4 

:t ,,; .; 

sL1 pl, 1 Pl,3 Dl,3 DI.s 

I = 1/2 
phase shifts -6 .o -3.9 4.0 -5.3 14.9 

Corresponding 
\ 

inelastic;· . , · 
parameter sa 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 

spdf solution I 

s3, 1 P3, 1 P3,3 D3,3 D3,5 F3,5 F3,7 

I = 3/2 
phase shifts -14.9 0.4 135.1 5.1 -6.5 0.8 -1.8 

sL1 pl, 1 p 1,3 Dl,3 DLs FLs F 1, 7 

I = 1/2 
phase shifts -5.9 .· -5.5 1.7 -5.5 15.3 -0/.1 2.3 

Corresponding 
inelastic 
parameters 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1:00 1.00 

spdf solution II 

s3, 1 P3, 1 P3,3 D3,3 D3,5 F3,5 F3,7 

I = 3/2 
phase. shifts -2 1.1 -11.8 137.0 -3.1 1.2 -1.7 3.1 

sL1 pl, l p1,3 D1,3 DLs FLs Fl, 7 

I = 1/2 
phase shifts 10.9 23.0 -3.6 5.9 0.3 1.8 -0.7 

Corresponding 
inelastic 
parameters 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .,. 
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Table XVII. spd and spdf solutions including the inelastic total cross 
section. (continued) 

spdf solution III 

s3, 1 P3, 1 P3,3 D3,3 D3,5 F3,5 F3,7 

I = 3/2 
phase shifts -15.4 -0,4 135.6 4.4 -6.2 0.7 -1.4 

s 1 .~ 1 pl, 1 p 1,3 Dl,3 Dl,5 F 1,5' F l, 7 

I = 1/2 
phase shifts 3.7 26.4 8.6 -0.3 3.1 -0.6 -0.1 

Corresponding 
inelastic 
parameters 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

a 
See Sec. II.B.l. 

• 

... 
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

A. General 

The work described above has apparently fallen somewhat short 

of its goal, i.e., the complete and unar:nbiguous determination of the 

I = l/2 pions nucleon phase shifts at this energy .. Although the situation 

seems otherwise reasonably well resolved in the spd analysis, inclusion 

of f waves complicates matters considerably. 

Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of the spdf wave analysis is 

the fact that, although the f waves are small in all the satisfactory 

solutions, the presence of even these very small f waves is seento 

radically change the magnitude, and in some cases also the sign, of the 

phase shifts of the lower orbital-angular-momentum states. This casts 

doubt on the ~ery premise on which phase-shift analysis is based, i.e., 

that one can approximate the infinite series that represents the scatter

ing amplitudes by the first few terms. It seems to indicate that the re

maining terms in the expansion, although minute in themselves, can 

nevertheless exert a considerable influence on the larger terms. 

A major limitation of tP.e data that now exist at 310 MeV is the 

very limited angular region of thepolarization data, both in ;r+-p and 
-

TI -p. Especially in rr--p, it would be very instructive to push toward 

smaller c. m. angles in an attempt to determine the value of polariza

tion at f) near 90 deg. As was mentioned in Sec. III. B 1., the analyz

ing power of carbon drops sharply below about 110 MeV, so that it 
) 

might still be possible to measure a point at f) em of about 100 deg, 

which would certainly be of some value. 

In the energy region corresponding to f) em = 3 0 to 60 deg,. helium 

1s an effective analyzer; some attempts have been made to measure 

polarization of the recoil proton in this region but no data exist at 

present. A recent preliminary experiment by Booth21 indicates also 

the possibility of measuring recoil-neutron polarization in the reaction 

rr- +. p --+- rr 0 + n; this measurement, also in the 3 0 to 60 deg region, 

would be useful as well in resolving ambiguities between solutions~ 
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Developments in polarized targets may in the future make it pos

sible to measure additional quantities corre spending to the triple

scattering parameters_ in nucleon-nucleon scattering (Yps,ilantis) 17 . 

This would give information on Im(g':'h) and hence yield another inde

pendent experimental quantity. 

B. Comparison with Theoretical Predictions 

Relativistic dispersion relations have been used by Chew, 

Goldberger, Low, and Nambu to derive equations for low-energy s-, 

p-, and d-wave pion-nucleon sccrttering. 22 It is assumed in this work 

that the (3/2, 3/2) resonance dominates the dispersion integrals, and 

the pion-pion interaction has been neglected. This work ha~ been ex

extended by Bowcock et al. to make £-wave phase-shift predictions. 2 3 

These predictions are summarized and com.pared to the afo~ementioned 

solutions in the following subsections. 

1. p Waves '. 
The p-wave predictions and the corresponding p-wave phase 

shifts of the four satisfactory solutions are given in Table XVIII. In 

general, -the spd solution shows satisfactory agreement in the I = 3/2 

shifts. The spdf solutions show somewhat poorer agreement, but it is 

still not unreasonable. The I= 1/2 shifts, however, are in complete 

disagreement for all four' solutions. In fact, none of the solutions en

countered during the various stages of analysis display the behavior 

predicted by Chew et al. 
22 

2. d Waves 

Table XIX lists the predictions· fo.r d waves and the corresponding 

phase shifts. Again, the spd solution shows the best agreement with 

I= 3/2 shifts, while spdf I and spdf III at least display the predicted 

sign. Solution spdf II (which has Fermi II behavior, as pointed out in 

Sec. IV. B. 2) disagrees in sign. Again, there is very poor agreemt;nt 

in the I = 1/2 phase shifts. Only solution spdf III could be considered' 

to have satisfactory agreement with all four d-wave phase shifts ; this 

solution disagrees badly in p-wave phase shifts (see above). 
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Table XVIII. Comparison of solutions -with dispersiqn~relation 
a predictions of Chew, Goldberger, Low, and Nambu, 

for p-wave agreement. 

Solution P3, 1 P3,3 p 1,1 pl,3 

Predictlon of 
Chew et al. -5.0 124.2 -19.5 -5.0 

spd -4.9±0.5 135.5±0.6 -4 .0± 0.4 3.9;i:0.9 

spdf I 1.1±2.0 135.1±0.6 -5 .8± 0.8 1,5±1.3 

spdf II -12~2±0.9• 137.2±0.8 23_.1±0.9 -3.5±0.7 

spdf III -0.7± 1.7 135.3±0.6 27.9±1.3 9 .2±!.1 :o 

a . 
See reference 22. 

Table XIX. Comparison of solutions with dispersion-relation 
' a 

predictions of Chew, Goldberger, Low, and Nambu, 

for d-wave agreement. 

Solution D3,3 D3,5 Dl,3 Di,s 

Prediction of 
Chew et al. . 3 0 -2.5° -1.5 0 .90 

spd 1.7±0.3 -3.6±0.4 -5.5±.3 15.2±.6 

spdf I 5.4± 1.0 -6 .9± 1.0 -5.7±.4 15.8±0.8 

spdf II -3.3±0.6 1.5±0.8 6.5±0.5 0.6±0.5 

spdf III 4.2± 1.0 -6.0±0.9 -0.5±0 .8 -0.7±0.6 

aSee reference 22. 

• 

..-, 
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3. fV{aves 

Bowcock, Cottingham, and Lurie 'have predictedf-.wavephase 

shifts at this energy to be less than 0.2 deg. 23 This is not within the 

experimental errors quoted on the £-wave phase shifts (see Appendix B). 

Much more accurate determina'tion of f, waves would be necessary to 

make meaningful compq.risons here. 

C. Conclusions 

The phase-shift solutions discussed in this report, however am

biguqus, are probably still meaningful ip. making comparisons with pre

dicted values. The fact that no solution even approximately a-greeing 

with the predictions of dispersion relations appears in this phase-shift 

analysis tends to cast some doubt ·on the ability of dispersion relations 

to pr~dict phase shifts, and perhaps on the validity of phase- shift anal

ysis as q. whole. More data are certainly needed, both to resolve 

present ambiguities and also to make the phase-shift solutions more 

restrictive. 

Of some value is the rather strong evidence against the Fermi II 

I = 3/2 solution of Foote: 3 Although another solution of the F'ermi II 

type did appear, Foote 1 s particular solution must be regarded as very 

unlikely.' 

Although this analysis cannot be regarded as complete,, it is hoped 

that the addition of further data will clarify the problems and p'erhaps 

produce a single phC~.se-shift solution. It is hoped that this paper repre

sents a significant contribution toward the quantitative understanding of 

the pion-nucleon interaction. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Additional Equations Used in PIPANAL 

As mentioned in Sec. IV. B, a certain calculated value of the in

elastic cross section is added to the integrated value of the DCS, and 

the result is compared to a measured value for the total cross section. 

In this appendix the equations for the inelastic cross section are listed. 

1 + . 1 . . 
• 1T -p 1ne ashe cross sechon 

Here we have u(elastic) + u(inelastic) = u(total). 

The u(elastic) is obtained by integrating the elastic DCS, from which we 

have, 

)
. 2 

u( e.lastic = 1T 1\ 

i. 
max 

r - 2 + -J} + i. l 1 + (pi. ) - 2 pi. c 0 s 2 a.i. 

cos 2 a/] 

(A.l) 

The quantity u(total) is related through the Optical Theorem: to 

the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude by 

u(total) = 4 1T 1\ Im f( e = 0 de g). At e = 0 deg, all the Legendre functions 

are unity, while the associate Legendre functions are zero. Hence 

i. 
max 

f( e = o de g) = i L (i.+ 1) [1 _ p /cos 2 a./ J + i. [ 1 _pi.- cos 2 a.1-J . 

Subtracting u(elastic) from u(total), we have 

o-(ine1astic) = ~•2 ~(1+1) [1-(p/>
2

] +1[1- (p 1-)
2

] 

i. 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 
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2. TT -p inelastic ,eros s section 

The same method as above is employed t9 obtain the inelastic 

eros s section for TT -p scattering. However, in this case, we must 

consider as elastic scat'ter:lng both direct and charge':..exchange E;Catter

ing: 

a-(total) = a-(direct) + a-(char.ge-exchange) + a-(inel~stic). 

The final result for a-( inelastic) is 

a-( inelastic)= TT 1\
2 L (i+ 1) 

i. 

[ 
1 + 2 2 +2] [ 1 - 2 2 - 2] 

l-3 (pi.) -3T'ji. +i. l-3(pi) -j-(YJi) . 

(A.4) 

These inelastic cross sections are calculated over the entire solid angle, 

so a small correction m;u:st be made to them in order to use them in 

conjunction with cutoff angles. In our case this correction was < 2.o/o 
of the inelastic cross section. 

B. Error Routine Discussion andError Matrices 

This appendix explains the manner in which PIPANAL 1CF4 ... 

calc;ulates the partial de:r;ivatives necessary for the. error routi11e out

lined in Sec. IV. B. The use of the error matrix iX: computing errors 

in functions of phase shifts is outlined. Finally, the error matrices 

for the four phase-shift solutions are presented. 

1. Calculation of Partial Derivatives 

The value of M in the neighborhood of the minimum M
0 

can be 

given by a Taylor expansion: 

n n 

1\ ~ 
+z L L 

i=1 j=l 

n 

i= 1 

aM 
~6.6. 
0 6. 1 

1 

a 2M 
a 6. a 6. 6.6i 6.6j + (higher-order terms), 

1 J 

.~ 

... 
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where o 1 · · · o are the values of-the phase shifts at the minimum, n . 

M 0 = M ( o 1 · · · on), and all derivatives are evaluated at the minimum. 

At the minimum, however, all the aM/a O· = 0, so, 
1 

~M=M(o 1 +~o 1 , o 2 +~o2 

n n 

z i L" L 
i= 1 j = 1 

~0. ~0 . 
. 1 J 

Varying orily one phase shift yields the equation 

~M.+ = M(o
1

, o
2 

"'6. +~6 .... ~ )-M
0 

= 
2
1 

1 · 1 1 n 

\ 
_Since the region around the minimum may not be entirely symmetrical, 

the program computes l:i M by varying o. in both directions, and the 
1 

average value of the partial derivative is used: 

+ -~M. + ~M. 
1 1 = 

When two phase shifts are varied simultaneously, the following 

form is obtained: 

-M 
0 = 1 

2 

2 a M A 
~o. ~o. 

ao.ao. 1 J 
1 J 

In this case, there are four different combinations of changes 

corresponding to o.±~o. and o.±~o.. The average is then taken over 
1 1 J J 

these four quantities, yielding 

++ -- +- -+ 
~M., +~M .. -~M .. -~M .. 

= ~ ~ ~ ~ 

41 ~. ~0. 
1 J 
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The partial derivatives thus calculated fo,rm the matrix defined 

by 
1 a 2 M 

G .. = 
1J z a 6. a 5. 

1 J' 

2. Use of the Error Matrix 

-1 The inverse of the G matrix is the so-called error matrix G , 
. . 22 

whose elements have ·the propertles 

- 1 
G .. = 

11 

- 1 . 
(~6.) . , and G .. =C .. (~6.) (~6.) , 

1 rms 1J 1J 1 rms J rms 

where C .. is the correlation coefficient, which is a measure of the 
1J 

interdependence of 6. and 6 .. 
. 1 J 

In order to calculate the rms] error in a function F of ~he phase 

shifts 6, the following expressio~ is used: 25 

n n 

(~F) 
rms [L 

i=1 j=1 

oF oF 
a 6. a 6. 

1 J 

- 1 (G ) .. 
1J 

3. Error Matrices for the Aforementioned Solutions 

Tables BI through BIV present the er_ror matrices corresponding 

to the spd solution and the three spdf solutions discussed in Sec. III. B. 

All elements are expressed in degrees squared. 

. ... 



f .. 

Table B I. Error matrix for spd solution (expressed in deg2 ). 

s3, 1 P3, 1 P3,3 D3,3 D3,5 s l, 1 pl, 1 pl,3 Dl,3 D1 5 ' . 

S3,1 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 -0.2. -0.2 -0.2 -0.0 -0.1 0.1 

P3, 1 0.3 0,1 0.1 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.0 -0.0 0.1 

P3,3 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.2 -0.1 . 0.2 

D3,3 0.1 -0 .. 1 -0.1 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 

D3,5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 -.0.0 

sL1 0.4 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.1 

pl,1 0.2 -0.1 0.1 '-0.2 

pl,3 0.8 -0.1 0.3 
I 

0' 

Dl,3 0.1 -0:1 ...... 
I 

Dl,5 0.4 



s3, 1 

P3, 1 

P3,3 

D3,3 

D3,5 

F3,5 

F3, 7 

sL1 

p 1,1 

p 1,3 

D1,3 

D 1,5 

F 1,5 

F l, 7 

Table B II. Error matrix for spd£ solution I (expressed in deg2 ). 

P3,l P3,3, D D F . F S 3,3 .. 3,5., 3,5 ; 3,7· ; 1,1 

3.3. 0.5 1.5 -1.7 -0.0 -0.9 -1.5 

3.8 0.4 ~1.8 -1.9 -0.0 -1.1 

0 .. 0 -0.1 

0.0 -0.5 

0.0 0.5 

- l. 7 

0.4 0.1 -0.1 

0.9 -0.9 

l.O 

0.1 -0.0 

0.3 

-0.2 

-0.8 

0.9 

-0.0 

0.5 

2.2 

- 1.3 

- 1.4 -1.7 

-0.3 -0.0 

-0.6 -0.8 

0.7 0.9 

-0.0 -0.0 

0.4 0.5 

0.6 1.3 

o. 7 0.5 

1.7 

D1,5 

-0.1 

-0.2 -0.3 

-0. 1 

-o. 1 

0.2 

-0.2 

Fl, 7 

0.7 

0.1 0.8 

0.0 

0.0 

0.1 

0.3 

0.1 O.l -:0.0 -0.4 

-0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 

0.1 0.1 -0.0 -0.2 

0.3 0.5 -0.2 0.3 

0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.3 

-0.0 0 .. 6 -0.0 -0.3 

0.1 -0.1 -0.0 0.1 

0.6 -0.0 0:1 

0.1 -0.1 ,, 
0.5 

I 
0' 
N 



Table B III. Error matrix for spdf solution II (expressed in deg2.) 

s3, 1 · P3, 1 P3,3 D3,3 D3,5 F3,5 F3,7 8,r, 1 p 1,1 p 1,3 D 1,3 DL5 F 1,5 F 1,7 

s3,1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0. 1 0.0 -0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 

P3, 1 0.7 -0.4 o:5 -0.6 0.3 -0.3 0:2 -0.2 0.2·. -0.2 0.3 -0. 1 0.1 

P3,3 0.7 -0.3 0.5 -0.2 0.2 . 0.2 0.4 -0.1 0.2 -0.2 0.1 -0.1 

D3,3 0.4 -0.4 0.2 -0.2 0.1 -0.1 0. 1 -0.2 0.2 -0.1 0.1 

D3,5 0.6 -0.2 O.J -0. 1 . o. 1 -0. 1 0.2 -0.3 0.1 -0.1 

F3,5 0.2 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0 .l 0. 1 

F3, 7 0.2 -0. 1 0. 1 -0 .l 0. 1 -0.1 0.1 . -0:. 1 

I 

sL1 1.8 0.7 0.4 0.1 0. 1 -0.1 0.1 0' 
LN 
I 

pl,1 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 -0.0 

pl,3 0.5 0.0 0.2 -0 .o . 0.1 

Dl,3 0.2 -0.0 0. 1 -0.0 

Dl,5 0.3 -0.2 0.1 

FL5 0.1 -0. 1 

Fl. 7 0.1 



Table B IV. Error matrix for spdf solution III (expressed in deg2 ). 

s3, 1 P3, 1 P3,3 D3,3 D3,5 F3,5 F3,7 Sl,1 p l, 1 P1,3 Dl,3 D1,5 Fl,5 F .. ,1, 7 

S3,1 1.9 2.2 0.2 1.2 -1.1 0.2 -0.7 0.4 -0.7 ..0 .8 -0.6 ,0.6 -0.1 0.4 

P3, 1 3.0 0.1 1.7 - 1.4 0.2 -0.9 0.4· -1.1 • J. 1 -0.8 0.7 -0 .l 0.6 

P3,3 0.4 0.0 0.0 o.o -0.0 0.2 0.3 .0 .. 2 -0.0 0.0 . 0.0 o.o 

D3;3 1.1 -0.8 0. l -0.6 0.2 -0.7 .0.6 -0.5 0 .. 4 -0.1 0.3 

D3,5 0.8 -0.1 0.4 -0.2 0.6 -.0.5 0.4 -0.4 0 .l -0.3 

F3,5 o. 1 -0.1 o.o -0 .l 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.0 0.0 

F3,7 0.3 -0 .l 0.4 -0.3 0.2 -0.2 0.0 -0.2 
I 
0' 
~ 

s1, 1 1.9 0.2 1.0 -0.7 0.4 -0.4 0.0 I 

pl,·1 1.6 -0.6 0.4 -0.3 0.2 -0.2 

pl,3 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.3 0.2 

D1,3 0.6 -0.2 0 .l -0.1 

D1,5 0.3 -0.1 0.2 

FL5 0.2 o.o 

Fl, 7 0.1 
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resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method or process dis
closed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission " 
includes any employee or contractor of the commission, or employee of such 
contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, 
or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commis
sion, or his employment with such contractor . 






